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ABSTRACT

The Internet pervades many aspects of our lives and is becoming in-
dispensable to critical functions in areas such as commerce, govern-
ment, production and general information dissemination. To main-
tain the stability and efficiency of the Internet, every effort must
be made to protect it against various forms of attacks, malicious
uses, and errors. One way is to routinely examine Internet routing
data, which, however, can be too large and sophisticated to browse
directly. We have developed an interactive visualization process
which proves to be very effective for the analysis of Internet routing
data. In this application paper, we show how each step in the visu-
alization process helps direct the analysis and glean insights from
the data, which include discovering patterns, detecting faults and
abnormal events, understanding event correlations, making causa-
tion hypotheses, and classifying anomalies. We also discuss lessons
learned in our visual analysis study, and how some of the visual
metaphors and mappings we introduce can be potentially applied to
other areas.

CR Categories: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—Graphical User Interfaces (GUI); I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction Techniques

Keywords: information visualization, text visualization, network
visualization , internet stability, homeland security

1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet has become an integral part of modern society. Peo-
ple depend on the Internet for the latest news, communication, and
information on various subjects. World-wide commerce, govern-
ment, industrial production, and financial transactions are just some
of the activities which have become increasingly dependent on the
Internet. Despite the apparent pervasiveness of the Internet, it is
still growing at a tremendous rate, reaching more people in more
countries.

Because of the world’s reliance on the Internet, it is critical to
ensure that the Internet is functioning properly. Unfortunately, the
Internet is vulnerable to attacks and errors. For example, worm
attacks have on occasions propagated throughout the entire Internet,
and effectively shut down the Internet for hours, causing billions
of dollars of damage, and affected people in other unquantifiable
ways.

Therefore, much effort is needed to protect the Internet against
attacks and errors. The Internet is a complex distributed system
running on a very large number of nodes using various protocols. A
major effort in the authoritative Internet groups, such as the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) [11], is to understand the dynamic
behavior of the Internet. The study of the operational behavior of
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Internet is thus a fundamental and important part of the effort to
make the Internet more stable, robust, and secure. In the past, mon-
itoring and analyzing network behaviors has been mainly done by
browsing the raw data or looking at some simple plots of statisti-
cal analysis results. More sophisticated visualization techniques,
which have been shown to be very helpful to many real-world ap-
plications, should also be developed and adopted for the analysis of
Internet data.

Past efforts using visualization to better understand routing
and Internet connectivity include Otter [10] and other tools by
CAIDA [5], as well as the Internet Mapping Project [2]. These
visualization tools give useful pictures of the Internet topology and
changes in reachability. More detailed visualization-aided packet-
level analyses of Internet data include [4] and [7]. In [16], we
discuss some anomalies found and explained from visualization of
Origin AS changes.

We have developed a suite of visualization techniques and for-
mulated a sequence of steps utilizing them for improved under-
standing of Internet routing data. Each step corresponds to a mod-
ule in the interactive visualization system we have built. Following
these steps to analyze the routing data proves to be very effective in
finding the most important information hidden in the raw data. This
paper describes how each step in the proposed visualization process
is used to find correlations in events, discover patterns, detect faults
and anomalies, make hypotheses about the causes of events, and
classify differnet events. We show how this knowledge contributes
to the understanding and security of the Internet, and also discuss
the lessons learned from our experience.

2 BGP AND INTERNET ROUTING

We examine Internet routing history to discover traces left behind
by configuration errors and malicious attacks. Analyzing Internet
routing logs can also help determine the stability of the current rout-
ing system.

Each network within the Internet is identified by itsIP prefix .
An example of an IP prefix is 128.120.0.0/16, which means ev-
ery host IP address in the network shares the same first 16 bits:
128.120. One or more networks within a single administrative do-
main is referred to as anAutonomous System (AS ), and is as-
signed a unique AS number.

Between two ASes, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [14] is
used to exchange network reachability information so that even-
tually routers can forward data packets to the correct destina-
tion. BGP routers exchange messages in the form of BGP
announcements. A BGP announcement lists a particular IP pre-
fix and the path of ASes used to reach that prefix. For example,
the BGP route “128.120.0.0/16: (7,23,92)” means that the IP pre-
fix 128.120.0.0/16 could be reached by first going to AS-7, then to
AS-23, and finally to AS-92. AS-92 is also known as theOrigin
AS or thesource of 128.120.0.0/16.

In this way, the connectivity of the Internet is maintained by
routers communicating with BGP. To study the stability, problems,
behavior and vulnerability of the Internet, we obtained archived
daily BGP routing data over 480 days from the Oregon Route



Views server [12]. The Oregon Route Views server is thus our
observation point . Each archived announcement is listed with its
timestamp, which is the time that the announcement was received
at the observation point. Because of the importance of BGP, and the
complexity due to the distributed nature of BGP across the routers
in the Internet, BGP dynamics have been analyzed in the past and
continue to be a subject of much on-going research. Some previous
studies of BGP dynamics include [6, 9, 8, 13].

3 A VISUAL EXPLORATION PROCESS

To understand the dynamic behavior of Internet routing using BGP
path announcements, a process of visual-based exploration is pro-
posed. The process consists of five steps:

1. Examine the plot of the number of announcements per unit
time to get a sense of the overall distribution of the BGP
path announcements. A general picture of the distribution and
clustering of announcements is necessary for the user to de-
velop an idea of what is normal/abnormal.

2. Browsing route announcement data to classify different types
of instability events. Once clusters have been identified in
Step 1, the next natural step is to examine each cluster. From
the route announcement visualization, the user is able to see
similar patterns in some clusters. Classification is important
because similar patterns often imply similar causes.

3. Visualization of path changes to analyze each individual node
and link. The goal is to identify properties and problems of
different nodes/links/paths.

4. Comparing AS path announcements from different peers.
This also helps determine which nodes/links were responsi-
ble for the instability event observed.

5. Visualization of the distribution of different types of instabil-
ity events. In Step 1, the distribution over time of AS path
announcements is visualized. After analysis in Step 2, each
cluster observed in Step 1 is classified into a different type.
The visualization in this step incorporates the results of the
analysis in Step 2, thereby providing richer information.

The rest of this section describes the five modules in our system,
and how they relate to each other. We also mention some routing
problems discovered and insights gained.

3.1 PLOT VISUALIZATION AND INTER-
ACTIVE BROWSING MODULE

Beginning with the broad goal of using visualization to analyze
BGP AS route announcements with the purpose of aiding the un-
derstanding of the dynamic behavior of Internet routing, we asked
the question “Are there any patterns or clusters in the timing
of the announcements?” The Plot Visualization and Interactive
Browsing Module (Section 3.1) was thus designed to give a sense
of the overall distribution of the announcements.

We plot the number of BGP path announcements and the unique
routes used per unit period of time, as in [16]. This visualization
module is also used as a slider bar for the user to select periods
of interest to focus deeper visual analysis. The user selects a win-
dow using mouse clicks, and slides the window over time with the
mouse. In the detailed view, the user can further select a focus
window to perform visual analysis using techniques described in
following sections. This two-level overview+detail system allows

Figure 1: Visualization of the plot of the number of announcements
in each unit period of time clearly shows three (arrowed) periods
with extraordinarily large number of announcements. Other periods
with more than usual the number of announcements are circled. It is
more difficult for algorithmic (ie. automated, non-visual) programs
to set optimal thresholds to flag periods of instability.

an overview time period of one year, and detail period of several
minutes, which is a very wide range of granularity.

In itself, the plot of the number of announcements can serve a
very useful purpose. Figure 1 shows three spikes in the per-period
count of the number of announcements. The user’s attention is im-
mediately attracted to these three events, and quickly focuses the
detailed visualization tools on these periods. After investigating
these events, the user then focuses attention on the other periods.
This visual highlight of interesting events is in contrast to setting
thresholds in non-visual analysis algorithms. Setting thresholds of-
ten results in sub-optimal identification of interesting events. It is
often challenging to select parameters such as bin size and which
statistical measure to use. With a visual display, human judgment
is used to easily and effectively identify reasonable cut-offs, as the
reader can verify in this case.

3.2 ROUTE ANNOUNCEMENT MODULE
Figure 2 shows BGP AS path announcements for one prefix from
one peer as observed at a router. It is very tedious for the analyst
to read the data and make sense out of it. Nevertheless, analyz-
ing sequences of AS path announcements can potentially yield very
valuable information. Therefore, our system provides browsing ca-
pability so that users can view these announcements in an intelligi-
ble manner. Various text visualization methods and systems have
been proposed in the past, such as the Information Visualizer [1],
SeeSoft [3] and the Document Lens [15]. However, the timestamp
of each BGP announcement is of special importance, and none of
these existing methods are designed to display such data. There-
fore, a text visualization method has to be custom-designed to con-
vey the time associated with each line of text.

Using the two-level overview+detail feature introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1, the user can select a time interval. This time interval will
be shown as a vertical line, called thetimeline. Each AS path
announcement within this time interval will be displayed chrono-
logically. A line is drawn from the announcement to the time-line,
indicating the timestamp of the announcement. In this way, clusters
of announcements becomes obvious. We use the terminstability
event to describe a cluster of announcements, because the short-
lived paths are unstable, and since the announcements occur in a
cluster, they are probably due to the same cause, and we consider
that a single event. Our system is designed to pay particular atten-
tion to the discovery and analysis of such instability events because
they are an indication of sub-optimal routing behavior and may re-
veal more serious flaws in the Internet architecture.

Figures 3 through 6 show some examples. Each AS path an-
nouncement is written as the timestamp (year month day hour
minute) followed by the AS path. As shown in these figures, each
unique AS path is written in a different color. This effectively em-
phasizes the different patterns shown in the figures. Sometimes,
the user is not particularly interested in the individual AS num-



bers in the AS paths, and the colors assigned to some paths may
be very similar. To make a clearer distinction between the different
paths used so that the patterns may be clearer, we allow the user to
choose a pictorial representation of each path, which is to represent
each unique path as a box with a unique x-coordinate. Color is used
as a secondary visual property to differentiate between boxes with
close x-coordinates. Sincepath is a categorical attribute, proximity
in color or x-coordinates does not have any meaning.

One problem with listing announcements sequentially and us-
ing lines to point to the timeline is that sometimes the boundaries
between clusters may not be clear. It is beneficial to separate an-
nouncements more clearly. This is done in an alternative visualiza-
tion method shown in Figure 7. In this display, the position of each
announcement is determined by its timestamp. An offset is applied
to announcements which are so close together that the letters would
overlap. The reader can verify that clusters of announcements are
more obvious in this display mode.

Slow convergence, oscillations and repeats are phenomena
which have been found and described by previous analyses of BGP
data, such as [6, 9, 8] and [13]. Our contribution is not the discovery
of these phenomena but to ease the browsing of BGP data so that the
user can efficiently examine lengthy sequences of BGP announce-
ments and quickly observe instances of these events. Furthermore,
some instances of instability event are worth further examination.
The following sections describe some means of further analysis and
the insights they yield.

Some new patterns have been found by interacting with the
browsing feature, such as multiple-withdraw shown in Figure 5,
hybrids shown in Figure 6, slow convergence after a withdraw,
and sub-classifications of oscillations into “balanced” and “unbal-
anced”, and repeats into “short” and “long”. We will not explain
the meanings of these sub-classifications in this paper. However,
the identification and classifications of different events are impor-
tant because they guide the focus of Internet analysts. Different
patterns imply different causes, and more specific features of pat-
terns narrow further the possible causes.

The browsing feature also conveniently addresses a problem en-
countered by algorithmic signature-based event detection systems,
that is: What is the time-interval threshold to determine whether we
consider a sequence of announcements part of the same “event”?
Interactive visualization of the announcements allows users to see
clustering patterns, as shown in some of the Figures, and the times-
tamps of those announcements indicate what the threshold should
be. One example of how human judegment is used effectively to
find the threshold is to compare the cluster in Figure 4 and the
one in Figure 6. The time intervals between the announcements
in the cluster in Figure 4 are much longer than those in Figure 6,
but browsing reveals clearly that both should be considered clus-
ters. Visualization thus indicates that different thresholds should
be applied for different event classes. The discovery of this con-
cept would be very improbable for users of algorithmic feature-
extraction systems.

3.3 NODE/LINK VISUALIZATION MOD-
ULE

After instability events have been identified and classified, there is a
need to analyze them further to find out which routers or links were
responsible for the instability observed. In addition, we want to
identify routers which may be chronically problematic. To perform
such analysis, we need to build a visualization tool to observe the
individual nodes and links in the path changes. Existing network
visualization tools include NAM [4], Otter [10], and the Internet
Mapping Project [2], but there has been no technique that is custom-
designed for detailed analysis individual nodes and links in path
changes.

Figure 2: Analysis is difficult in simple textual display of BGP AS
path announcements.

Figure 3: Oscillation is defined as closely-spaced consecutive an-
nouncements alternating between two unique paths.

Figure 4: Repeats is defined as consecutive announcements of the
same path.

Figure 5: Slow convergence is defined as closely-spaced consecu-
tive announcements of at least three distinct paths. Slow conver-
gence occur when a topology change is slow to propagate through
the backup paths to the Observation Point. In this example, the link
to the Origin AS has been broken, so a Withdraw announcement is
sent through the primary path. However, the Withdraw announce-
ment is slow to propagate through the routers in the backup paths,
so AS-3333 announces the (already invalid) backup paths after the
primary path has been withdrawn.

Figure 6: In this closely-spaced sequence of AS path announce-
ments, features of both oscillations and slow convergence are ob-
served.



Figure 7: Two modes for the display AS path announcements. In
display mode shown in the left picture is more orderly but the times-
tamps of the announcements are less obvious. In the mode shown
in the right picture, each announcement is written at a position ac-
cording to its timestamp. To prevent overlap between adjacent an-
nouncements, a slight offset is used to separate them.

Designing appropriate visualization to convey the use of the
nodes and links is a challenging task, so some of the methods we
have experimented with failed. For example, we found that animat-
ing AS path changes is not helpful in analysis. The most effective
way we have found is to allow the user to click on AS paths in
the text display to highlight them, and these paths are shown all
together at the same time, so that the user can compare them. We
designed two layout schemes to visualize changes in AS paths for
the purpose of examining individual nodes and links.

The first method simply lays out the nodes and uses color to dif-
ferentiate between the different paths used over time. The simple
layout algorithm we employ arranges the nodes in the first path in a
vertical line, and all new nodes in subsequent paths in vertical lines
to the right. This is shown in Figure 8. From the figure, the user can
see which nodes/links go in and out of use. This layout allows the
user to conveniently analyze a small number of path changes. Un-
fortunately, it does not scale well; when more than four paths need
to be visualized, the display becomes confusing. Therefore, we
designed a second method, Arcs visualization, to analyze a larger
number of path changes.

In Arcs visualization, each highlighted path is shown as a hori-
zontal line of nodes joined by arcs. Each node represents one AS
in the path, and is labeled by the AS number. Each AS is assigned
the same unique x-coordinate for all paths. To differentiate between
nodes with similar x-coordinates, color is used as a secondary vi-
sual mapping. The advantage of this visualization is that it is ob-
vious when particular nodes are used, and when they start and stop
being used. Drawing arcs instead of straight lines help makes it
clearer when particular links are used. Figures 9 and 10 show how
Arcs are used to assist in the challenging task of analyzing a se-
quence of path announcements. Figure 11 shows that perception
about when particular links become used, unused and reused is less
clear without arcs and colors.

3.4 PEER-COMPARISON MODULE
When instability events (such as those mentioned in Section 3.2)
are observed, the network analyst would often like to conduct fur-
ther investigation to find out the cause of the instability. Finding
the cause helps to discover problems with the BGP architecture or
problems with individual routers or links. One way to gather more
clues about the causes of the observed problems is to compare the

Figure 8: 2D Topology Visualization. The three paths leading to
the Withdraw are highlighted. In the picture labeled “Topology”,
the first path is shown in red, the next in orange, and the last in yel-
low. From this sequence, the user infers that AS-10913 first sends a
withdraw message to its peers, and the message arrives first through
AS-9057. AS-3333 therefore switches to its backup path through
AS-1103. The orange path is then withdrawn, and finally, the yel-
low path is withdrawn. The user infers that the slowness of the
orange and yellow paths is due to the path between AS-6453 and
AS-3333. This method becomes confusing when used to visualize
a few more paths. Arcs visualization is used instead.

Figure 9: Path Visualization with Arcs to examine individual nodes
and links. Each highlighted path is shown as a horizontal line of
nodes joined by arcs. Each node represents one AS in the path, and
is labeled by the AS number. Each AS is assigned the same unique
x-coordinate for all paths. To differentiate between nodes with sim-
ilar x-coordinates, color is used as a secondary visual mapping. The
user has selected to highlight the five paths in the text display. This
example shows two post-withdraw slow convergence cases. In such
cases, the paths used earlier are considered “faster”, because their
announcement arrived first, whereas the paths used later are consid-
ered “preferred” because when their announcements arrived, they
replaced the earlier paths. In this example, therefore, Path 1 is faster
than Path 2, and Path 2 is preferred to Path 1. This conclusion is
consistent with the second observed case (Paths 3 through 5) since
Path 3 is identical with Path 1, and Path 5 is identical with Path 2.
However, in the second case, a new path, Path 4, is slightly faster
than Path 5 but Path 5 is preferred. Paths 4 and 5 have node AS-
1239 in common. These inferences are further used to interpret the
observations shown in Figure 10.



Figure 10: Interpretation of a complex sequence using Arcs. The
user has selected to highlight the last six paths in the text display.
Assuming that one single point of failure caused this sequence of
announcements, the user infers that the point of failure is either the
source AS (AS-19336) or the link 19336-10913. The change from
Path 1 to Path 2 is caused be the slow arrival of the “withdraw”
message from Path 2. This is consistent with the inference from
Figure 9 that Path 1 is preferred, but Path 2 is sometimes faster
and sometimes slower. By the time the Path 2 is withdrawn, AS-
10913 has announced the prefix again, causing the Path 3 to be
used. This assumes that Path 3 is faster than Paths 1 and 2, which
is consistent with Figure 9. Some time before 21:11, the prefix is
once again withdrawn, causing the backup Path 4 to be used. The
prefix is then announced again through AS-10913, leading to Path
5. Path 6, which is the preferred path, is late in arriving, which
is consistent with the observations in Figure 9. This hypothesis
asserts that the prefix was withdrawn twice in this short period of
time, even though the “withdraw” message did not propagate to the
observation point. The hypothesis is plausible because just days
prior, two withdraws also happened within a short period if time, as
shown in Figure 9. The challenging task of explaining an unusual
pattern of path announcements is thus accomplished with the help
of Arcs visualization and domain knowledge.

Figure 11: Straight line representation of paths in Figure 10. Use
and re-use of individual links are less obvious in this representa-
tion. This shows that colors and arcs are helpful in accentuating the
perception of links.

AS route path announcements at the same observation point for the
same prefix from different peers.

There are three parts of peer-comparison. First, we compare
the plots of the number of announcements of the same IP prefix
from different peers, to determine if there are any similarities in the
patterns. Next, we compare the announcements from the different
peers. In both cases, similarities indicate that the announcements
were caused by common nodes/links used by the paths from the
different peers. The third part is to super-impose the paths on a
topology graph to visualize the common nodes/links used. Exam-
ples of insights gained from comparison are shown in Figures 12
through 14.

3.5 EVENTS VISUALIZATION MODULE
In Section 3.2, we have shown some examples of differenttypes of
instability events, such as slow convergence and oscillations. The
classification of events into types is based on the user’s domain
knowledge and insights from visual analysis. It would be useful
for the user to have a summary of the instability events. In par-
ticular, the user would like to know the distribution of the various
types of events, how many events are hybrids, which events occur
more frequently and which events are more severe. In the Events
Visualization module, the goal is to present a visual summary of the
instability events in meaningful and insightful manner.

We useEventShrubs, a new visual metaphor we designed
specifically for presentingevents. An event is defined as an 4-
tuple (starttime, endtime, size, flags). For visualizing instability
events in BGP AS path announcements, the starttime and endtime
are simply the timestamps of the first and last announcement re-
spectively in the instability event. The size is the number of an-
nouncements in the instability event, and each flag corresponds
to one class of instability event, for example “repeats”. A flag is
turned on for an event if the event shows characteristics of that
class. Figure 15 shows and explains the visual metaphor used in
EventShrubs to visualize instability events. Figure 16 compares
some EventShrubs generated for AS path announcements of differ-
ent IP prefixes from two different peers. The obvious differences
in the characteristics of the different EventShrubs reveal problems
with specific ASes and/or links and direct the network analyst to
focus further investigation. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to introduce the EventShrubs visual metaphor.

From these figures and their accompanying explanations, the
user can verify that the EventShrubs metaphor is effective in con-
veying a rich set of information regarding the distribution of the
different types of events. These pictures help network analysts bet-
ter understand the occurrences of the instability events.

3.6 DISCUSSION
We have presented the five modules we use in our system, and de-
scribed a process by which to use them. From our experience in
using the system, the visual analysis of BGP contributes to the se-
curity and stability of the Internet in two main ways:inquiry and
diagnosis.

Inquiry refers to the examination of BGP data to look for any
signs of problems in Internet connectivity. We have shown various
examples of how the aggregate visualization (number of announce-
ments plot and unique paths) module, the announcement text vi-
sualization module and the node/link visualization module work
together to discover and identify instability events. The layout of
the two-level overview+detail interaction between these modules is
shown in Figure 17. From interactive visualization, the user has
been able to detect instances of known types of instability events as
well as identify new types, and further classify known types. That
is a major contribution to the understanding of BGP dynamics.



Figure 16: Comparing the different EventShrubs generated of five different IP prefixes and from two different peers. The EventShrubs of
Google and Root Server especially stand out because of the number and severity of hybrid instability events. Similarities are also worth
attention. For example, Terralycos and Yahoo from peer AS 2914 show similarity, and Microsoft and Realnetworks from AS 2914 also show
similarity in circled areas. Triggered by these observations, further investigation (not described in this paper) of these events reveal that they
are indeed related. There is little observable correspondence between the instability events associated with the same IP prefix but from two
different peers.



Figure 12: Comparison of BGP AS path announcements from three
peers, AS-3257, 3333, and 3549, to find the reasons for the an-
nouncements. The similarity in the timing pattern of the announce-
ments from all three peers suggests that the origin of the repeated
announcements of the same path is the origin AS itself. Some ad-
ditional announcements are observed from peer 3549. Since the
topology diagram shows that the path used by AS-3333 and AS-
3549 share a common node, AS-1, and only AS-3549 has additional
announcements, the instability is probably due to the 1-3549-OP
segment.

Figure 13: The presence of the large number of repeated announce-
ments of the same route from only Peer 3549 suggests that the
source of the problem is related to AS-3549. The additional an-
nouncements from AS-3333 not present in AS-3257 is probably
due to propagation delay because of the short interval between the
green and the orange paths.

Figure 14: Comparison of the count of the number of announce-
ments from each peer shows no correlation. This is because the
“spikes” are dominated by the large instability events. Correlated
patterns during stable periods such as those shown in Figure 12 are
obscured in this view. The user infers that instability events are
caused by intermediate nodes in the AS paths.

Figure 15: EventShrubs used to visualize instability events. Each
“shrub” consists of a crown (circle) and a trunk (vertical line or tri-
angle). Each segment of a circle indicates a type of instability event,
colored according to the legend in the upper part of the picture. The
presence of a colored segment in a circle represents the presence of
characteristics of the type in the instability event. The area of the
circle represents the number of announcements in the event, giving
more emphasis to the more severe events. The base of each shrub
covers the duration of the event. The height of each shrub has no
meaning, and is used only to prevent occlusion. Nevertheless, all
shrubs indicate that there are many events at that time. EventShrubs
give users a clear presentation of the distribution of different events,
their severity, duration, and frequency, and also effectively shows
hybrids of different types.

Figure 17: Layout of the different modules. The bottom row dis-
plays aggregate information of the entire time period (typically one
year), and the user specifies a period to focus on in Zoom level 1.
Unique routes visualization is used in Zoom level 1, where the user
can specify another period of focus for Zoom level 2, which uses
the text visualization and node/link visualization modules to display
details of the BGP path announcements.



Diagnosis refers to the deeper investigation and analysis of the
nature and causes of a problem once it has been discovered. We
have shown how the highlighting of AS paths in the topology dis-
play, the comparison of announcements from different peers and the
visualization of the summary of instability events with EventShrubs
are able to reveal much information such as the source of the ob-
served problems. We have described the insights and knowledge
gained by the user, allowing inferences of the causes of the insta-
bility events. For example, the user was able to quickly identify
faster paths, preferred paths, slow points, points of failure, as well
as hypothesize about the sequence of events that led to the observa-
tions. The user also discovered new sub-classes of instability events
through visualization. All these insights and discoveries have been
sought after by routing analysts because they help develop under-
standing of Internet routing dynamics. It is not impossible for the
tasks to have been performed without the help of visualization, but
visualization made it much easier for the user to obtain these im-
portant insights.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Because BGP is the foundation of Internet connectivity, we have
used visualization for the analysis of BGP AS path announcements.
Our goal in analyzing BGP announcements is to learn about the
weaknesses and problems in the Internet architecture to improve
and protect the Internet against errors and attacks. Maintaining the
stability and connectivity of the Internet is of great importance to
the Internet-reliant modern-day society. Understanding and ana-
lyzing Internet routing dynamics is an extremely challenging task
because of the distributed nature of BGP. As a result, the visualiza-
tion demands of Internet routing analysis requires many different
modules, each targeting different aspects of the analysis. We have
outlined a sequence of the use of the various modules, from general
views to very specific and detailed analyses, so that the user can
gain a comprehensive picture of routing dynamics. The use of our
system has contributed significantly to the understanding of Inter-
net routing dynamics; for example, characteristics of routers were
identified (fast/slow, stable/unstable), classes of instability events
were found (hybrids, multiple withdraws), and some events were
explained.

We have received very positive feedback from the network an-
alysts and Internet researchers who have seen and used the visual-
ization software. In the continuation of our work, we would like to
release the software to network operators. More evaluation of the
system by operators and analysts would guide the further develop-
ment of the visualization system. As more analysis is being con-
ducted on the data, we expect more insights to be revealed. We also
expect more weaknesses and problems in the Internet architecture
and individual nodes to be discovered. Extensions to the visualiza-
tion software then need to be made to focus on the analysis of these
new discoveries.

Besides the contributions to Internet security summarized in Sec-
tion 3.6, this applications paper also contains several ideas relevant
to information visualization. First, we have demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of a two-level overview+detail system combining a few
different visualization modules. Second, we have presented a sim-
ple text visualization technique that is customized for visualizing
text with timestamps. This is an example of how colors and posi-
tions can effectively reveal patterns. Third, we have designed Arcs
visualization for effective analysis of path changes. Fourth, we have
introduced EventShrubs, a new metaphor for visualizing events. We
have shown how the simple and compact figures in EventShrubs
are able to convey rich information. Although these visualization
techniques introduced in our system have been necessitated by the
special demands of Internet routing analysis, it is very possible that
in future, other applications may also benefit from these techniques.

Interactive visualization tools have not been widely used in In-
ternet security efforts. We have built a foundation for greater incor-
poration and utilization of human visualization and interaction for
learning about the Internet architecture to make the Internet more
stable and secure. It is our hope that the insights drawn from visual
analysis would eventually lead to recommendations for improving
the protocols and administrative policies currently used in the In-
ternet.
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